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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 

Dear Friends, 

As the school year draws to a close, it is time to think about inventory and 
the many hours we will spend putting our "houses" in order - the books back on the 
shelves, the information on the shelf list, books and materials weeded for discard, 
rebind, or repair. And then we will look at our collections and be satisfied that 
this task is completed, A formal report will follow, directed to the principal or 
person in charge, giving her/him the statistics of our operation - the number of 
books, circulation, classroom visits, lessons taught, etc., and we will describe the 
interesting, unusual, and unique things we do to provoke the interest of the learners. 
We will discuss budgets and how the monies were allocated. And, by reading these facts, 
the principal will have an idea of what the library entails. But will he really? 

If one has never worked in a library, the superficial facts gained from reading 
an annual report may give an overall picture. But one who works in a library knows 
these facts are only a part of what really transpires, 

Before books are put.on shelves, they have to be ordered, catalogued, processed. 
Shelf list cards must be prepared and catalog cards filed. To get the books back on 
the shelves after they have circulated, how many overdue notices had to be sent? To 
properly record inventory, each book has to be checked, each shelf list marked. Lost 
and paid books are posted, indicating that an effort has been made to recoup losses. 

And then, after all of the tedious details of inventory are recorded, we have to 
make sure the figures balance for the annual report. However, the annual report can
not detail the other things we do, 

During the school year, we prepare a variety of lessons, taking into consideration 
the grade level, subject area, and student ability. Each lesson is designed to bring 
us closer to our goal - library literate individuals, In preparing the lessons, we 
sometimes spend hours researching our own collections to make sure our questions were 
accurate and that the answers could easily be found if directions were followed. 
Lessons could take the shape of Trivial Pursuit or the locating of specific resources -
the finished product an essay, a bibliography, or a travelogue. With younger children, 
it might be an alphabetical game to teach the card catalog or a numerical game to 
teach Dewey or Elazar, We might incorporate music or filmstrips or puppets into our 
lessons - always with our goal in mind -library literate users. 

And, within our day, while we are doing all of these important things, 1ve teach, 
on an individual basis, all of those students who have questions to be answered. 
"How do I find information about Golda Meir?" "Where can I find magazine articles 
about the Arab-Israeli war?" "What is another name for Lake Kinneret?" "Do you have 
any books by the author of "Molly's Pilgrim?" Now you teach one to use special 
reference materials, another Reader's Guide, a third an encyclopedia, and a fourth the 
card catalog, That's just for starters. There are always teachers who need specialized 
items, books pulled for classes, scheduling of classes into the library, the lending 
of a helping hand at the charge desk, reading shelves, catalog cards that still have 
to be filed. And the time flies by, 

By the way, have you previewed any new books lately, or read reviews so you can 
place an order at the appropriate time? As your year draws to a close, and you complete 
your inventory and write your annual report, you should reflect on the year just past. 
Be pleased that this task is well done by the person selected for the job - you. The 

Continued on page 3 
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PREVIEW OF AJLSC'S NEXT JYIEETING 

The Association's final General Meeting of 1985-86 will feature a presentation 
by one of our favorite people, Betsy Brown, puppeteer. 

Those of us who have had the pleasure of attending one of Betsy's demonstrations 
won't need to be told how much enjoyment, information, and inspiration she brings to 
her audiences. As for members who are looking forward to their first experience of 
an evening with Betsy, you do indeed have a treat in store, 

Betsy will display for us her beautiful puppets, props, and staging, and at thQ 
same time will show us how we can apply her techniques with puppetry to our own 
work with children, 

I know you are all looking forward to this meeting as much as I am. See you there~ 

--Phyllis Zasloff, 
Program Chairperson 

PROFESSIONAL JOBS AVAILABLE 

STEPHEN S, WISE TEMPLE LIBRARY NEEDS THE FOLLOWING: 

1, LIBRARY ADMINISTRATOR- fulltime -- $16,000-$17,500 annual salary with full 
benefits -- starting July 1, 1986 -- to supervise a busy, active Jewish 
Reform synagogue and day/middle school library and multi-media resource center. 
Desire someone with office and library experience, with a Judaica background, 

2, LIBRARIAN FOR HEBREW SCHOOL AND CONFIRMATION DEPT. Tuesdays and Wednesdays -

3. 

3:00-6:00 PM - starting Fall 1986; Salary per Bureau of Jewish Education 
standards, 

ALSO, THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS 
--RELIGIOUS SCHOOL LIBRARIAN 
--ADULT EDUCATION LIBRARIAN 
Wednesday) 

MAY BE AVAILABLE DURING 1986-87 SCHOOL YEAR: 
(Sundays, 8:30AM- 12:30 PM -grades K-7) 
(6:00-9:00 PM - one evening a week, probably 

CONTACT: Barbara Leff, Library Director, Stephen S, Wise Temple, 15500 Stepher;. s. 
Wise Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90077. Call (213) 476-8561 or (818) 788-4778, 

JEWISH RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION LOOKING FOR PART-TIME LIBRARIAN - TWO DAYS A ~ffiEK. 

CONTACT: Esther Lewis at  

PRESIDENT'S CORNER continued 

Principal knows you are capable, dependable, and enthusiastic about your profession. 
Be proud of the job you have doneo You have helped develop more library literate 
people, 

Enjoy your summero I look forward to seeing you in the fall, 

Shalom, 
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FRIENDS: FERRET OUT AND FILE FOR LAPL 'S FUTURE 

Los Angeles Public Library - a towering inferno - a disaster that has been waiting 
to happen. And now the inevitability has been realized. As professionals we are well 
aware of the damage and the loss, not only to the structure, that beautiful historic 
building that means downtown Los Angeles to many of us, but also the books, monographs, 
periodicals, and other materials that can never be replaced. As human beings we feel 
the emotional impact. We know there are people, places, and events that cannot be 
revisited, that were lost forever in the flames that destroyed a myriad of books, 
illustrations, maps, periodicals, and other resourceso 

Now we must look to the future. We can help to restore some of what.has been lost. 
In speaking with an administrator of LAPL, I was told that the Periodicals and Journals 
Department was hard hit. If you have holdings in the areas of Hebrew, Yiddish and/or 
other Judaic periodicals and journals that you do not use or need, or if you have 
microform copies of them, please pack and store them for LAPL, They will contact me 
when they are ready to accept gifts. 

The Philosophy and Religion Departments, as Hell as t:he Foreign Language Department, 
suffered extensive losses from water damage. As you know, books were frozen in the 
hope that many of the volumes can be salvaged and saved. In the event that this does 
not work satisfactorily, replacements will be needed. If you have any books in these 
areas that are not being used, please weed, pack, and save, and when I hear from LAPL, 
you will hear from me. 

This, again, is a time when we can all participate and help our community--not only 
the Jewish community but the greater Los Angeles community as well. If you need more 
information, please call me -  or Evenings  

=-Fran Shuster, 
AJLSC President 

NEWS FROM THE NCJW RESOURCE LIBRARY 

The Jewish Women's Resource Library~ located at 543 North Fairfax in Los Angeles, 
is now offering borrowing privileges to those who have m@rrbership cards from local 
synagogues and temples and other Jewish organizations, as well as to full-time students. 
The library has a wealth of information on all subjects related to women. Essie Cohan, 
librarian, recently announced some new and unusual items to be found there: 

A comprehensive list of both traditional and Reform mohelimo 

A complete set of audio tapes (22) from a conferenc~ held in November, 1984: 
"Illuminating the Unwritten Scroll: Women's Spirituality and Jewish Tradition." 

A complete set of Lilith magazine from the first issue in l976o 

Feminist and non-sexist Haggadot. 

A new study of battered women in Israel. This study was partially funded by 
the Los Angeles section of NCJWo 

The library also contains Masters' theses on subjects regarding women, such as 
Lesbianism, family violence in the Jewish community, and the problems of middle-aged 
women coping with aging parents, 

Anyone seeking to do a creative service for a Sisterhood Shabbat or any kind of 
program like this would do well to investigate the vast resources of the library. 

Continued on page 6 
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BUREAU OF JEWISH EDUCATION -- SUMMER INSTITUTE, 1986 

The Summer Institute, 1986 will take place on August 20-2lst, at the Jewish 
Community Building, 6505 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles. 

This year the organized Jewish community in Los Angeles celebrates its 75th 
anniversary. 1911 was the year of the establishment of the Jewish Welfare Federa
tion, followed in 1937 by the Los Angeles Jewish Community Council, until their 
merger in 1959 into the present Jewish Federation Council of Greater Los Angeles. 

This "birthday" will be reflected in the content of the Swmner Institute, In 
addition, there will be workshops of interest to teachers and librarians. Of 
special interest to librarians will be the following workshops: 

1. Betsy Brown, a professor of puppetry at California State University at 
Northridge and at L.Aa Valley College. Betsy performed with the L.A. 
Philharmonic Orchestra at the Music Center and produced five la::::ge scale 
puppet productions that tour L.A. schools. She will be with us again 
August 20th from 1 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. 

2. Martha Stevens, a storyteller, is associated with the Music Center, Craft 
and Folk Art Museum, and many other organizations such as libraries and 
universities, interested in children's literature. Martha has given work
shops andopresentations at California State University- Dominguez Hills, 
UCLA, Santa Mmlica City College, as well as in other schools and librarieso 
She encourages and teaches children to collect and tell stories, using 
characterization and imagination. Her "Teacher In-Service" workshops in
clude lecture, demonstration, participation, and hand-out, 

The Bureau of Jewish Education also encourages librarians to have a Share-In 
on the theme of their choice. 

Many free educational materials, a repeat of last year's successful filmstrip 
sale, and displays will be an integral part of the 1986 Summer Institute. Please 
plan to participate~ 

--Hava Ben-Zvi 

LIBRARY SEMINARS SCHEDULED IN L.A. 

AJ Seminars has announced two all-day library seminars to be held in Los Angeles, 
On Thursday, May 22, Judith Ackley, Librarian on the faculty at Golden West College in 
Huntington Beach, will teach Library Techniques for Support Personnel "to provide 
support personnel, library assistants, technical assistants, library clerks, and others 
interested in the control of information with a basic understanding of the techniques 
used by libraries to acquire, organize, control, and transfer information," 

On Tuesday, June 17th, Jack Kranz, Associate Librarian in the Catalog and Bibliogra
phy Department of the University Libraries at California State University, Northridge, 
will offer Introduction to Classification "to provide librarians, information specialists, 
library technicians, support personnel, and others who do original cataloging with an 
understanding of the procedures involved in the subject cataloging and classification 
of library materials." 

I have attended a course in AACR2 cataloging given by this for-profit educational 

Continued on page 6 
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LIBRARY SEMINARS SCHEDL~ED continued 

group and found it very useful, although, of course, the value of any class depends 
heavily on the individual instructor. 

Both seminars will be held in the Conference Roam, Norris Medical Library, USC 
Health Services Campus (near County General Hospital, not on USC main campus), 1015 
Zonal Avenue, Los Angeles. The number to call for Seminar information is (301) 881-
4996, and the number for Norris Medical Library information is (213) 224-7232. Both 
seminars are from 9:15 AM to between 4:30 and 5:00 PM, Registration begins at 8:45. 
The fee for each session is $90.00. 

-Rita Frischer 

NEWS FROM THE NCJW RESOURCE LIBRARY continued 

Hours are: Monday and Wednesday 
Tuesday and Thursday 

10:00 AM- 3:00 PM 
11:00 AM - 2:00 PM 

These hours are effective until the end of Junea For summer hours call: (213) 651-2930. 

On May 18th, "An Evening With Starhawk" will be sponsored by the Jewish Women's 
Resource Library. For further information call the Council of Jewish Women in Los 
Angeles a 

LIFE WORK OF BARON MAURICE DE HIRSCH EXHIBITED 

--Naomi Marblestone, 
Librarian, Temple Judea 

The Wilshire Boulevard Temple Maxwell H. Dubin/Alfred Wolf Exhibit Center will 
be hosting "A Worldwide Philanthropic Empire: The Life Work of Baron Maurice de Hirsch" 
from now through August 15, 1986. 125 display panels, supplemented by antique farm 
and household implements, plus memorabilia from Wilshire Boulevard Temple members, 
provide a vivid impression of the Baron's philanthropies and their effect on U.S. Jewry. 

The exhibit is open to individuals and groups at no charge. To arrange for a 
group visit or a meeting at Wilshire Boulevard Temple, please call Rabbi Robert K. 
Baruch at 213-388-2401o 

WIESENTHAL CENTER ANNOUNCES ACQUISITIONS AND PUBLICATIONS 

Scholars and researchers Hill be particularly interested in items recently acquired 
by the Simon Wiesenthal Center's Library/Archives. These unique acquisitions include 
the microfilm edition of the complete run of Der Stuermer, 1923-1945, the 1700 edition 
of Endecktes Judentum, and t~e personal library of Dr. John H. Eo Fried, who was legal 
counsel to Telford Taylor, chief u.s. prosecutor for the 1946 International Military 
Tribunal at Nuremberg. In addition, the Wiesenthal Center has also acquired the entire 
transcript of the trial of revisionist publisher, Ernest Zundel. 

In February, Dr. Gerald Margolis, Simon Wiesenthal Center Director, announced 
publication of Volume 2 of the Simon Wiesenthal Center Annual, the first serial publi
cation to focus on the scholarly study of the Holocaust. Volume 1, which first appeared 
in 1984, can be ordered from the Simon Wiesenthal Center, 9760 West Pica Boulevard, 
Los Angeles, California 90035. Volume 2, and Volume 3, which is scheduled to appear 
in the Fall of 1986, can be obtained from Kraus International Publications, One Water 
Street, White Plains, New York 10601, For further information, call the Simon 
Wiesenthal Certer, 213-553-9036, Ext. 47. 

--Adaire Klein, Coordinator of 
Library & Archival Services 
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CENTRAL CATALOGING SERVICE GRANT APPROVED 

Durin:g the AJLSC Board Meeting on May 5th, Benjamin Dwoskin, General Manager of 
Sinai Memorial Park, announced that Sinai Temple Blumenthal Library, under the leader
ship of Rita C. Frischer, Director of Library Services, has won a grant to underwrite 
a pilot program aimed at providing Elazar central cataloging information to all libraries 
subscribing to the service. 

This project, entitled CENTRAL CATALOGING SERVICE: JUDAICA LIBRARIES OF SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA, has long qeen a dream of area librarians, most of whom have been cataloging 
independently (and often inconsistently) in Elazar. The goal is to standardize 
sufficiently, so that eventual computer linkage would be plausible. Other possibilities 
are the establishmGnt of a union catalog and efficient inter-library loan system. Also, 
if the demand exists and the cataloging talent is available, the service may be extended 
to include Weine and/or other Judaica systems. 

The first steps in initiating this project are already underway. Decisions have 
been made regarding software and hardware, and purchasing is proceeding. Sinai's 
library is interviewing for a typi.::-t/da.ta entry person, and. Rita hopes that by mid-fall, 
the sharing process can start. 

Sinai's library undertook this project because of its high purchase volume and the 
diversity of viewpoints represented by the part-time cataloguers employed there. 
Initially, plans are to catalog new materials on-line and then attempt a retrospective 
conversion dating back to 1980, beginn~ng with the most recent publications and working 
back. Since most libraries do not have computers available, hard copy printouts will 
be run at regular intervals and distributed to subscribers by mail. The service Hill 
be free during the trial period while we work out the match rate and other details, but 
libraries will be expected to add a nominal amount to their budgets (amount to be deter
mined) in the future to help underHrite continuation costs, 

Part-time librarians in small libraries and overworked full-time people in large, 
busy libraries should all benefit from the extra time they Hill gain by not having to 
engage in the duplicate labor of in-house cataloging. When they put that extra time 
to use in better serving their public, the cause of Jewish education will be furthered. 

The Grants Committee of Sinai Memorial Park intends their resources to be used for 
assuring the future of Judaismo By funding causes designed to strengthen Jewish knowl
edge and identification, they can achieve this vital goal. And by providing this 
generous award, they have acknowledged the essential role of the Jewish library. 

Below is a tear-off survey form, so that we can get a picture of how many libraries 
want to receive cataloging data when the program is in gear, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT YOU 
FILL IT OUT AND RETURN IT IMMEDIATELY TO RITA FRISCHER, SINAI TEMPLE LIBRARY, 10400 
WILSHIRE, LOS ANGELES, 90024. 

HOORAY! CENTRPL CATALOGING IS COMING! 

Please indicate below whether you plan to subscribe (lst year is free) to receive 
Elazar Cataloging printouts on a regular basis (probably bi-weekly or monthly at 
first). Also indicate whether you have an IBM compatible computer available to you 
and a modem. 

Yes: I want to receive Elazar Cataloging Data when the program begins. 
I have an IBM compatible computer. (YES ____ ; NO ____ )o I have a modem. (YES ___ ; NO ____ )o 

NAME 
ADDRESS PHONE ---------------
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RITA REMINISCES ABOUT AUSTRALIA AND AUCKLAND 

My recent three week trip "Down Under" encompassed three lectures and displays, 
two in Australia and one in New Zealand, as well as story hours, informal meetings 
with members of the Jewish community and Zionist Federation, and visits to bookstores, 
libraries, and bibliophiles, Not to mention lots of beautiful scenery, open space, 
and clean air. 

The Australian Jewish community (numbering approximately 62,000) cannot be described 
in a few brief paragraphs nor understood in a few brief hours or days, so please under
stand that these impressions are simply that--impressions--sometimes contradictory, 
perhaps wrong, but definitely vivid, First of all, according to many of the people 
we met informally, Australian Jewry is divided into the Orthodox and Liberal camps, 
the Liberal being more closely akin to our Conservative movement in its observances 
and attitudes, And I use the word "divided" advisedly, During a brunch, I mentioned 
the annual CAJE conference at which representatives of all denominations meet and 
interact cross-denominationally. Reactions from the Australian Jews present ranged 
from amazement to incredulity, for they could not conceive of their two denominations 
achieving this level of interchange, even for a four-day couference. 

The heart of Australian Jewry seems to lie in the day school movement. According 
to the people I met, Jewish day schools are among the finest private schools in the 
country and are numerous in both denominations. In.fact, Melbourne is the home of 
Mount Scopus College, one of the largest sub-primary, primary, and secondary schools 
in existence, numbering some 3,000 students and founded in the mid 40's with the 
support of a large number of refugees making new Jewish lives in Australia. A major 
impetus for its establishment was a letter sent in January 1945 to parents of Jewish 
children attending an Anglican-sponsored private girls school. These parents were 
informed that their children were isolating themselves by not attending Assembly and 
Scripture lessons, and henceforth would be expected to participate fully in all 
religious aspects of the school. The Jews of Melbourne, concerned that other schools 
would follow this example, were convinced that they needed a school to provide "an all
embracing Jewish atmosphere." Mount Scopus was the ultimate result. 

My impression is that although some non-Jews attend Jewish day schools in Australia, 
they are in the minority. This was not the case in New Zealand, where I spoke at Ka
dimah College, the Jewish Day School in Auckland. Kadimah is one of the highest rated 
private schools in the city, with a long waiting list, but the figures I heard as to 
its number of Jewish studen~s ranged from 10% (told me by Australians in Sydney) to 
33% (estimated by teachers and the headmaster at Kadimah itself). This discrepancy is 
interesting for what it says about Australia's perception of New Zealand's Jewish in
stitutions. Either way, Auckland's Jewish children ha.ve become the minority in their 
own school. 

The program includes morning prayers thrice weekly, all Jewish holiday observances, 
some Jewish studies, and Hebrewo ALL students participate in all these activities. I 
find this situation the inverse to the dilemma which helped propel the founding of 
Mount Scopus. But such is the reputation for excellence enjoyed by Kadimah College 
that Christian parents stand in line to enter their children. And I·must admit to 
being particularly impressed by the attentiveness and courtesy of the third and fourth 
graders who met with me for story hours. In fact, I might have been concerned about 
the English school system squelching their spirit had I not also seen them behaving as 
boisterously as our American kids when the closing bell rang, 

The first of my three lectures for adults was held in Sydney at Shalom College, the 
center for Jewish campus life at the University of New South Wales. We displayed the 

Continued on page 9 
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RITA REMINISCES continued 

many books and teacher's materials I had shlepped along and spoke about them to the 
Jewish studies teachers, general teachers, and librarians in attendance. A similar 
lecture several days later in Melbourne drew an even larger and exceptionally enthusi
astic crowd. The audience included a number of young American educators who had 
accepted posts in Melbourne's numerous day schools. 

In Auckland, the last of our stops, the adult program was somewhat different, 
We had left half the books in Australia to serve as the basis of a demonstration 
library from which people could order or borrow; the remaining half would be given 
to Kadimah College for the same purpose, and we displayed the books for browsing. 
However, most of the program was given to teaching techniques for using literature, 
especially Reader's Theatre and puppetry. 

In each city I tried to find books unknown to us in the u.s., but to my surprise 
there was very little. Most of the publications were k~erican. I did find one set 
of Bible stories published in London for very young children and a few other children's 
books of interest but not nearly the treasure trove I had hoped to bring home. 
Nevertheless, we were gifted with a couple of interesting books on the Australian and 
New Zealand Jewish communities, which will be part of the Sinai Temple Library collection. 
They are HERITAGE AND TRADITION: THE EMERGENCE OF MOUNT SCOPUS COLLEGE by Benzion Pat
kin and THE HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN NEW ZEALAND by L, M, Goldman. In addition to 
assorted vertical file materials on these communities, I also brought back JEWISH 
WRITINGS FROM DOWN UNDER--AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND, part of the Echad series of 
Jewish writings from various communities, put out by Micah Publications, 

To conclude, chief amongst my reactions to this trip was gratitude that we in the 
United States have such ready access to the breadth of Jewish publications, both 
for children and adults, that are so well represented by our collections here in 
Southern California. 

--Rita Frischer, Library Director 
Sinai Temple-Blumenthal Library 

EXPLORING JEWISH CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 

This fall HUC will sponsor a class entitled Exploring Jewish Children's Literature. 
The l3~week course, to be taught by Rita Frischer, will be held at the Sinai Temple 
Library from 7:15 - 9:30 P.M. Please indicate below if you are planning to enroll 
and which night(s) you prefer. IMPORTANT! FAILURE 1D RETURN THIS TEAR-OFF HILL 
JEOPARDIZE THE PROGRAM. FILL OUT AND RETURN IMMEDIATELY TO RITA FRISCHER, SINAI TEMPLE 
LIBRARY, 10400 WILSHIRE BLVD., LOS ANGELES, 90024. 

-~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Yes~ I am interested in attending a course in Jewish Children's Literature. I would 
prefer to have the class on: 

Monday____ Tuesday____ Wednesday____ Thursday ____ _ 

Name ________________________________________ _ 

Address ______ ·-----------------------------------------------------
PHONE ---------------
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EXODUS '86 REVISITED 

As the sun dawned on the morning of Sunday, April 13th, I knew it was going to be 
a beautiful day, and a beautiful day it was. 

Pierce College was the gathering place for more than 25,000 people, Jews mostly, 
to celebrate the festival of freedom, Exodus '86, It was exhilarating to see so many 
people enjoying themselves, wandering the path of "Shcharansky Avenue" on such a 
sparkling day. Visiting the booths that were displaying the Jewish world in all of 
its many facets, one could eat a knish and admire the beautiful crafts or have a kosher 
hot dog while discussing Jews for Judaism. 

But for me, most of all, it was the thrill of watching the many faces as they 
watched and listened at the storytelling area. For more than an hour and a half, 
five women representing AJLSC held audiences spellbound with their special magic. 
What an enchanting experience it was to watch Nettie Frishman telling her heart
warming, funny stories with the flannel board, Clare Bronsen w'ith her special reading 
techniques, Susie Dubin so deeply involved in her stories and the witches flying 
across the flannel board, Mindy Liberman, in her quiet, unique manner displaying her 
art, and Barry Shemaria, with the charming hand puppets that she shared with her 
audience. 

The listeners that stopped by for a minute of respite from the activity surround
ing them were relaxed and refreshed, Children,from six months to 106 years, felt 
the uniqueness, the vibrancy that these women shared with them on this day, And I, 
too, felt a special glow, to think that they and I are all part of a profession that 
prides itself on the sharing and giving of ourselves. Ladies, you have the grateful 
appreciation of AJLSC for so ably representing us to our Jewish community, 

~-Fran Shuster 

KUDOS AND CONGRATULATIONS 

On Sunday, May 18, 1986, our AJLSC President, Fran Shuster, along 
Dan, will be honored at a Tribute Dinner given by Temple Ner Maarav. 
able to join Fran and Dan at the Beverly Hills Hotel will be thinking 
ing you our heartiest congratulations~ 

with her husband, 
Those of us un
of you and send-

Congratulations also to Rita Frischer and the Sinai Temple Library for recelVJ..ng a 
grant from Sinai Memorial Park. The pilot program for providing Elazar central cata
loging information to subscribing libraries promises to be of great benefit to all our 
Judaic libraries. 

SOLOMON'S MINES - A TREASURE TROVE OF BOOKS 

If you are looking for another source for Judaic books, you may be interested in 
Solomon's Mines, Judaica Unlimited, P.O. Box 6394, Orange, California 92667. For 
information about the books available in the warehouse, write for a brochure or call 
Sheila, Diane, or Jill at (714) 630-9064o 
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REVIKIVS OF ADULT BOOKS 
by 

Muriel Moster, Volunteer 
Sinai Temple Library 

MAY/JUNE 1986 

Dayan, Yael. My Father, His Daughter. New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1985, 
Photographs, 289pp, $17,95. 

The world gains its impressions of a renowned figure from various sources 
which may or may not be reliable. Well-known Israeli military leader, politician, 
and archaeologist Moshe Dayan left behind no lack of material attesting to his 
accomplishments, exploits and peccadilloes, Reading his daughter's book provides 
still another dimension, a very personal one that reveals perhaps more than history 
needs to know. Nevertheless, from a point of human interest we enjoyed her version 
and its revelations. 

Yael's life, growing up as her father's daughter, exposed her to a veritable 
Who's Who of Israel, and her closeness to him offered her exposure to many of her 
country's most historical periods, These memorable experiences enhance her assess
ment and account of Moshe Dayan's life. 

While many similarities exist in nature and character between the two, Yael is 
to be admired for her own talents, forthrightness, and independence, Their com
panionship and confidences, their shared interests, travels, and outlook give her 
a unique perspective of the strengths and weaknesses of the man who was so deeply 
involved in Israel's affairs, Whether serving as Defense Minister under his mentor, 
David Ben-Gurion, or Minister of Foreign Affairs under Prime Minister Begin, Dayan 
was admired, yet controversial, charismatic, yet criticized. 

His priorities were peace for the land and people of Israel and their Arab 
neighbors. His hopes were for normalization through coexistence. Yael chronicles 
the geopolitical climate during her father's active involvement with the government. 
The reader gains greater understanding of the wars, the cease-fire agreements, and 
special operations during those turbulent years. We see the results of his vision 
and strategy, 

But we are made privy to much more. Yael is unsparing in revealing interfamilial 
relations and her father's infidelities which caused the breakup of her parents' 
long marriage, His shabby affairs with young girls, his selfishness and lack of re
gard for his children in his final will caused infinite hurt and stunned disbelief, 
Yael's letter to his second wife, who was the beneficiary of his entire estate and 
future income, is a classic. It was written from her heart and soul in a frame of 
mind that can be recognized as one of bitterness and incredulity toward her father's 
final statement to his first wife and family, 

The book will make the reader want to read not only from Yael's other books, but 

Continued on page 12 
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MY FATHER, HIS DAUGHTER continued 

from Dayan's own writings, so as to learn more about his thoughts, feelings, and ideas, 

Klein, Earl. Jewish Prayer: Concepts and Customs, Columbus, Ohio: Alpha Publishing 
Company, 1986, Notes, Selected Bibliography, Index. 180pp. $17.95. 

Prayer has always played a vital role in the life of the Jewish people, sustaining 
and strengthening them throughout a turbulent history. For prayers to be significant 
and reverent, the "davener" should understand the structure of the prayer service, 
why certain customs are associated with the prayers and what the underlying religious 
and philosophical concepts are, With clarification, rituals assume greater interest 
and become more meaningful and a true source of inspiration. Klein admirably achieves 
these objectives, focusing on the traditional Ashkenazic service, 

Klein's impressive text is the result of teaching classes in Torah at Sinai 
Temple. Communing with God through prayer, beseeching, giving thanks, pra2S1ng 
Him, and offering confession all bring to mind the role and place of the Almighty 
in our prayers. The student ponders whether prayer's purpose is to influence man 
or God. The wealth of material covered answers many questions, offers opinions of 
scholars and rabbis, touches on issues pertinent to today's world: the role of the 
individual as a member of the community, women's role, the part played by music in 
Jewish worship, where, when, and how to pray, what language is appropriate for 
different prayers. 

The reasons for the order of the prayers are clarified, providing a comprehensive 
guide to our services for all who wish deeper insight into why we pray as we do, Many 
people recite prayers by rote without thought to the meaning behind them. This book 
not only gives greater expression to our prayers but reading it also results in 
greater appreciation for them. Klein's love of Torah, his enthusiasm and love for 
his subject are uplifting. 

Designed for study and as a valuable resource, as well as to enhance our beautiful 
religion, it is a book suitable for adult and teenager alike. 

Lipstadt, Deborah E. 
caust, 1933-1945. 

Beyond Belief: The American Press and the Coming of the Halo
New York: The Free Press, 1986. Notes. Index. 370ppo $19.95. 

Much of the reading public depends on daily newspapers for its information and 
forms its opinions of events according to the way in \..rhich publishers, editors, and 
reporters present the news. Lipstadt's study focuses on why the American public re
acted with passivity to articles about atrocities inflicted on Europe's Jews by the 
Nazis. 

In evaluating how the press presented information regarding Hitler's known ob
jective of annihilating the Jews and the methods employed in achieving the "Final 
Solution," she asks whether a better-informed public would have been sufficiently 
aroused to demand vast rescue efforts by the allies. 

The press failed to grasp the Germans' policy of genocide vis-a-vis the Jews or 
to comprehend that the Germans' war against the Jews was being pursued more relent
lessly than their war against the allies. When they did relay information about 
massacres and crematoria, they invariably referred to the people of Poland, Russia, 
Greece, etc,, and not to entire Jewish populations who were being tracked down and 
forced into box cars destined for death factories. 

Continued on page 13 
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BEYOND BELIEF continued 

To the credit of those who tried to give attention to the systematic dehumaniza
tion of the Jews, it must be recognized that their reports were invariably discounted. 
American correspondents often had problems achieving credibility with editors who felt 
that in wartime most people suffer privations and that conditions in Europe could not 
possibly be as bad as reported. They regarded the incredible reports as propaganda. 

The press, therefore, did not act responsibly or with conscience in highlighting 
the scope of the Catastrophe. Apathetic and indifferent editors often buried in re
mote sections o~ their newspapers any information regarding the fate of European Jews. 
Throughout th9 war# n9ws about their tragedy was frequently repressed or minimized, 
obscuring the truth from the public. 

Lipstadt's research and documentation are thorough. Her book encourages scrutiny 
into the role and obligation not only of the press, but of a nation, its citizens and 
its leaders as well. 

We recommend in conjunction with this book David Wyman's The Abandonment of the 
Jews: America and the Holocaust, 1941-1945. 

Singer, June Flaum. The Markoff Women. New York: M. Evans and Company, Inc., 1986. 
368pp. $16.95. 

This novel should have been entitled The Markoff Women AND Men. Although Eve 
Markoff dominates the first part of the book, it is her son, Yitzhak, whose role 
is predominant in the second half. 

Eve's hastily arranged marriage into the Markoff family in 1880 was a union 
that Chaim, her father-in-law, would later regret. His son saw the young beauty 
and determined to make her his bride. And, with his domineering ways and overpowering 
authority in his Russian village, Chaim always got what he wanted. Eve's family 
readily consented to the marriage, and before long she was ensconced with the other 
sons, their wives, and children under the widower's roof. 

They all deferred to his bullying ways, his coarse manners, his lack of caring 
for them. Oh yes, he supported themo They had a roof over their heads, food on the 
table, but they were all treated without regard to their thoughts, feelings or wishes. 
In determining to change all that, to see that the brothers were given salaries for 
their work, that the sisters-in-law were not treated like servants, that the children 
didn't live in fear of Chaim, Eve aroused the animosity of a tyrant who was accustomed 
to having his slightest wish acceded to, without question or hesitation. 

Eve's relationship with her husband and with the rest of his family brings about 
a change in their lives and makes an enemy of Chaim. His character is difficult to 
accept, but then not every Jewish parent is loving, kind, and thoughtful. 

When Eve's son must hurriedly escape from the village and finds his way to America, 
the plot evolves around him and, ultimately, his spoiled daughter. Yitzhak is strongly 
characterized. Forsaking Judaism's traditional ways in a new land where he is without 
family support, he makes his way from rags to riches. But at what a price in emotional 
turmoil and personal loss. 

There is much human interest in this entertaining book. We recognize the Russian 
history of our people and the fact that things very well could have happened as depicted. 

Continued on page 14 
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THE MARKOFF WOMEN continued 

Some scenes are unnecessarily graphic in portraying sexual violence and may be offen
sive to certain readers. 

A MULTITUDE OF MEDIA MATERIALS 

In need of a film, filmstrip, or video to enhance a lesson or to supplement read
ing resources? Perhaps the following list of media materials from the Peter HG Kahn 
Jewish Community Library has something suitable for you! 

FILMS 

The Longest Wave F-278 26 min. color 1976 age 12+ 
Story of Soviet Jews resettled in Israel. 

Megiddo F-288 27 min. color age 14+ 
Description of the procedures involved in excavating an archaeological dig. 

Panorama of Golda Meir F-281 Parts I and II 32 min. each color 1972 age 12+ 
A BBC interview with Golda in which she described her life history. 

Stan Getz in Israel F-287 55 min. color 1978 age 16+ 
Getz tours a variety of communities and performs with band and song groups. 

West of Hester Street F-290 58 min. color 1984 age 12+ 
Development of a Jewish community in Galveston, Texas between 1907 and 1914. 

Zubin Mehta and the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra F-283 59 min. color 1984 age 13+ 
A compilation of reflections and performances by Mehta, Perlman$ and Stern. 

FILMSTRIPS 

Chaim Nachman Bialik FS-B-1 34 frames color Teacher Guide age 14+ 
Traces the life of this prominent Hebrew poet. English excerpts from some poems. 

Menorah and Olive Branch FS Educ. DS 126.5 Guide 1970 53 frames color all ages 
Explanation of the origin of the emblem of the State of Israel. 

Pesach FS Educ, BM 690 52 frames color Guide 1971 age adaptable 
Produced by Neat Kedumim. Relates the Passover story through key words. 

The Seven Varieties and the Seven Weeks FS-H-9 SO frames color Guide best for 12+ 
Relates the natural history of the seven varieties of grain and fruit to the 
bringing of the first fruit on Shavuot. 

VHS VIDEOS 

Assertive Discipline 607:T - 612:T 28 mino each color 1984 Adults 
A "take-charge approach for today•s teachers .. 

Grandma Didn't Wave Back 619:T 24 mine color 1982 age 10+ 
Mollie Picon portrays a grandmother faced with increasing senility. 

Ha-afikoman 616:T 11 min. color Hebrew age 5-8 
Lively animation and fine Hebrew diction. 

Israel Independence Festival 625:T 50 min. color 1984 10+ 
Celebration of Yom Ha-atzmaut with performances by renowned Israeli entertainers. 

Operation Moses 622:T 27 min. color 1985 12+ 
Documentary of recent rescue, immigration, and absorption of Ethiopian Jewso 

Passover Adventure 623:T 28 min. color 1984 8+ 
Retraces the path of the Exodus, witnesses a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and visits 
a matzah bakery. 

Continued on page 15 
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VHS VIDEOS continued 

The Precious Legacy 621:T 12 min. color 1985 ages 10+ 
Smithsonian-sponsored tour of sacred objects from the Jewish Museum of Prague. 
Also available in slides (S-402) with a 20-page instructional packet. 

Soviet Jewry: An Endangered People 618:T 82 min, color ages 12+ 
Eleven short statements and reports on conditions, difficulties, and outlook for 
the future of the Jews in Soviet Union into the 1980's. 

The Wave 620:T 46 min. color 1981 12+ 
A classroom experiment to help students understand the mentality of Hitler's Youth 
Movement results in a disconcerting response from California high school students. 

A BOOK TOO GOOD TO MISS 

Courter, Gay. Code Ezra. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co,, 1986. $18,95, 

A spy novel by the author of Midwife? Yes - and a good one - with the S&~e care, 
research, and attent.ion to detail as in her novel about midwifery. 

As the novel opens, we meet Eli Katzar, master spy and leader of Israeli Massad's 
Ezra project, as he awaits suceessful completion of.his team's mission to destroy vital 
nuclear reactor parts bound for Iraq. When he finds the mutilated body of his cousin 
and friend, an esteemed Israeli scientist, Katzar realizes that the project has been be
trayed by one of his operatives. He recalls past years and agonizes as he searches for 
and eventually discovers the traitor. Israel's history from 1939 to 1979 serves as back~ 
ground while Katzar recruits, trains, and p-erfo-r:ms missions with this team of women 
operatives--an Israeli sabra with Palmach training, a Hebrew University student from New 
York, and a Dutch Holocaust survivor from the Cyprus refugee camps. Each appears dedi
cated to Israel and to Katzar, who has had to overcome opposition within the Mossad in 
order to allow female agents in the field. 

Code Ezra differs from the usual Middle East spy saga, Focus is on action and the 
human element, not on violence and sex. The women spies use their minds and wits (not 
sex) to accomplish their missions; one even becomes a pilot. The life of a spy is de
picted realistically--the mundane along with the derring-do. And the actual events por
trayed differ from those in other novels of this genre, e.g., Operation Magic Carpet 
(secret airlift of Iraqi Jews to Israel); Six-Day War as viewed in a Jordanian refugee 
camp; aerial reconnaissance surveillance of Egypt's defense build-up; defection of 
Russian MIG plane and pilot; and Operation Noah's Ark (secreting newly-constructed 
fully-manned missile boats to Israel during a French arms embargo). 

This is an exciting and fascinating spy saga - bJt don't expect to race through it -
it is something to enjoy and savor. Highly recommended. 

--Barbara Leff, Stephen S, Wise Temple Library, L.A. 
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EDITORS: Joan Buchbinder, 6149 Capistrano Avenue, Woodland Hills, Calif. 91367. 

Jan Sherman, 3613 Westfall Drive, Encino, California 91436. 

IMAGE & SELF-PROJECTION FOR PROFESSIONAL WOMEN 

One-day briefing/seminars on "How to Build Your Image and Impact on the Job" will 
be held in Beverly Hills on May 20th and in Palm Springs on May 22nd. The programs 
are presented by Career Track, Inc, and cost $45 per person. For further information 
contact Rita Frischer at Sinai Temple. 
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JUNE 1 

JUNE 8 

JUNE 11 

JUNE 12 

JUNE 15 

JUNE 17 

JUNE 18 

JUNE 22 

JUNE 23 

JUNE 24 

JUNE 25 

JUNE 26 

JUNE 27 

JUNE 29 

JUNE 30 

JULY 1 

JULY 2 

JULY 6 

JULY 7 

JULY 13 

"Cache-Cache/Hide and Seek" play - Noon and 2 PM 

"Cache-Cache/Hide and Seek" (same time) 
Also, "Remember Me" & "A Secret Annex" - Art Exhibits 

"Square of Sky" (Parts 1-4) film - 1 PM 

"Just a Diary" film and speaker 7: :xJ PM 

Anne Frank's Birthday 

"Anne Frank in the World: 1929-1945" 
Opening Day: 11 AM - 7 PM 

"Square of Sky" (Parts 5-8) film 1 - 4 PM 

"The World That Summer" film 7 g 15 PM 

Exhibit Tour/Dialogue by National Conference of 
Christians and Jews - 6:30 PM 

LOCATION 

L.A. Children's Musew 
310 N. Main Street 

L.A. Children's Museum 

Goethe Institute L.A. 
8501 Wilshire Blvd. 

Beverly Hills Library 
444 N. RAxford Dr. 

9331 Wilshire Blvd. 
Beverly Hills 

Goethe Institute L.A. 

Jewish Community Bldg, 
6505 Wilshire Blvd, 

9331 Wilshire, B.H. 

Dialogue with National Conf. of Christians & Jews-Noon 9331 Wilshire, BH 

"Coming of Age in Occupied Europe: Anne Frank and Her 
Contemporaries" Symposium - 7:30 PM 

"Doers of Good: Dutch Rescuers" Symposium 1 PM 

"Jacob the Liar" film - 8 PM 

"The Boat is Full" film - 7:15 PM 

Martyrs Memorial 
6505 Wilshire Blvd. 

Martyrs Hemorial 

Barnsdall Art Park 
4800 Hollywood Blvd. 

Martyrs Memorial 

Dialogue with National Conf. of Christians & Jews-Noon 9331 Wilshire Blvd. 

Anne Frank Remembrance family film program-4:30 & 7 PM Culve.r City T,ibrary 
4975 Overland Ave. 

Anne Frank Commemorative Shabbat service 

"My Name Could Be Anne" docu-drama 

"Children of No. 67" film 8 PM 

"Now After All These Years" film 7: 15 PM 

8:15 PM University Synagogue 
11960 Sunset Blvd. 

To Be Announced 

Barnsdall Art Park 

Martyrs Memorial 

Dialogue with National Conf. of Christians & Jews-Noon 9331 Wilshire Blvd. 

"Cache-Cache" play 

"Cache-Cache" play ldO & 3:30 PM 

"The White Rose" film 8 PM 

Exhibit Closes 11 AM - 7 PM 

5780 W. Olympic Blvd, 

Martyrs Memorial 

Barnsdall Art Park 

9331 Wilshire Blvd. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES: Please consult your local libraries for special Anne Frank Month 
programs and displays. Information: (800) 372-6641. 




